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Abstract and Keywords

This chapter is concerned with providing the necessary rules 
governing the manipulation of the operators and the 
properties of the states to enable us top model and describe 
some physical systems. Atom and field operators for spin, 
angular momentum, the harmonic oscillator or single mode 
field and for continuous fields are introduced. Techniques are 
derived for treating functions of operators and ordering 
theorems for manipulating these. Important states of the 
electromagnetic field and their properties are presented. 
These include the number states, thermal states, coherent 
states and squeezed states. The coherent and squeezed states 
are generated by the actions of the Glauber displacement 
operator and the squeezing operator. Angular momentum 
coherent states are described and applied to the coherent 
evolution of a two-state atom and to the action of a beam-
splitter.
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3.1 Introduction

It is a fundamental principle of quantum mechanics that we 
cannot, in general, specify with arbitrary accuracies the values 
of a pair of observable quantities. This principle is exhibited 
mathematically by the fact that observable quantities are 
represented by operators, rather than by functions as they are 
in classical physics, and that these operators do not, in 
general, commute with each other. Solving problems in 
quantum theory requires an ability to manipulate these 
operators. The quantum model of a physical system is 
completed by states which, together with the operators, 
provide the statistical description of any desired property of 
the system.

This chapter is concerned with providing the necessary rules 
governing the manipulation of the operators and the 
properties of the states to enable us to model and describe 
some physical systems. The emphasis is on operators and 
states commonly occurring in quantum optics, especially those 
required in later chapters of this book.

3.2 Atom and field operators

Quantum optics is the study of the quantum theory of the 
interaction between matter and radiation, principally at low 
energies. It is natural therefore that the most commonly 
occurring operators are those associated with atom and field 
energy levels and transitions between them. Some of these 
operators, in particular the Pauli operators and the single-
mode creation and annihilation operators, were introduced in 
Chapter 1 and used in the discussion of coherent interactions 
in Chapter 2. In this section, we enlarge upon the theory of 
these and introduce a class of related operators.

The simplest models involve transitions between only two 
discrete atomic levels represented by  and . All of the 
observable quantities of this two-state system can be 
conveniently represented by the Pauli operators which have 
the form
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(3.2.1) 

(3.2.2) 

(3.2.3) 

The expectation value of the operator  is the atomic inversion, 

while  and  induce upward and downward transitions 
respectively. It is sometimes  convenient to work with 

Hermitian combinations of  and , in particular the operators

(3.2.4) 

(3.2.5) 
If, as is normally the case, we adopt the electric dipole 
approximation, then these operators represent the two quadrature 
components of the electric dipole associated with the two-state 
system. It follows directly from (3.2.1) to (3.2.5) that 

 and that , , and  anticommute with 
each other. This may be expressed in the compact form 

. The commutator of any two of the set of Pauli 
operators is proportional to one of the set. These commutators are 
given by

(3.2.6) 

(3.2.7) 
Note that these commutation relations, in common with the others 
in this section, are valid in the Schrödinger picture, or in the 
Heisenberg picture if the operators are evaluated at equal times. It 

follows from (3.2.4) to (3.2.7) that the commutators involving 

and  are

(3.2.8) 

(3.2.9) 

(3.2.10) 
These three commutators may be expressed in the compact form 

(see Appendix 1) , where  is the 
permutation symbol. Using (3.2.4) and (3.2.5), the set of 
commutators is completed by

(3.2.11) 

(3.2.12) 
The Pauli operators were originally introduced to describe the 

angular momentum of a spin-  particle, for which each of the 

cartesian components  of its angular momentum operator is one-
half of the corresponding Pauli operator (in units of ħ). The angular 

(p.35) 
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momentum raising and lowering operators are then 

 and , so that the operators 

, and  satisfy the commutation relations

(3.2.13) 

(3.2.14) 
 The angular momentum operators are not restricted to two-

state systems but can be applied to any value of total angular 
momentum corresponding to an arbitrary number of levels. They 
have a wider application in quantum optics in describing the 
interaction between pairs of field modes, as we will illustrate in the 
last section of this chapter.
The electric and magnetic field operators for each mode are 
linear combinations of the annihilation and creation operators 

 and  for the mode. The commutator of these non-
Hermitian operators is

(3.2.15) 
Operators corresponding to different modes commute. The energy 

eigenstates for a single mode are the number states  analogous 
to those for the harmonic oscillator. As their names suggest, the 
action of the annihilation and creation operators on the number 
states is to decrease or increase n by unity corresponding to the 
annihilation or creation of one quantum of energy or photon in the 
mode. Explicitly,

(3.2.16) 

(3.2.17) 
It follows from (3.2.17) that any number state  can be 

generated from the vacuum state  by repeated action of the 
creation operator , so that

(3.2.18) 
Observable quantities associated with the field mode are 
represented by operators formed by taking Hermitian combinations 
of  and . The two most important of these are the number 
operator
(3.2.19) 
and the quadrature operator

(3.2.20) 
where λ is a real phase. The number operator  has as its 
eigenstates the number states since, from (3.2.16) and (3.2.17), 

(p.36) 
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. Hence the expectation value of  is the mean 
number of photons in the mode and the moments of the photon 
number probability distribution can be found by taking the 
expectation values of appropriate powers of . The Hamiltonian or 
energy operator of the non-interacting field mode of frequency ω is 

given by  . The commutators of 

with  and with  follow from the definition of  in (3.2.19) and 
the fundamental commutator (3.2.15). We find

(3.2.21) 

(3.2.22) 
 The quadrature operator (3.2.20) has an important role in 

the theory of squeezed states. The operators  and  are a 
canonically conjugate pair analogous to the position and 
momentum operators for a single particle. The commutator of 

 and  is, using (3.2.20) and (3.2.15),

(3.2.23) 

It is not possible to construct normalized eigenstates  of 
in the conventional Hilbert space of bounded, square-integrable 
states (see Appendix 4). We can, however, construct states 

 satisfying the eigenvalue equation

(3.2.24) 
using the mathematics of generalized functions such as the delta 
function (see Appendix 2). The eigenvalues x λ are continuous and 
unbounded and the eigenstates are orthogonal only in the sense 

that the overlap between two eigenstates  and  of the 

quadrature operator  is

(3.2.25) 

The overlap between a pure state  and  is equivalent to the 
familiar position representation of the states of a harmonic 
oscillator. In particular
(3.2.26) 

where H n is the Hermite polynomial of order n. The eigenstates 

 form a complete set in that

(3.2.27) 

(p.37) 
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To prove this, consider the effect of inserting the left-hand side of 

(3.2.27) between the overlap of two number states  and . We 
have
(3.2.28) 

where we have used the orthogonality relation of the Hermite 
polynomials (see Appendix 3). Similarly, we can establish that the 

trace of an operator  acting in the space of the mode is 
expressible as

(3.2.29) 
 The proof of this follows from inserting the resolution 

(1.3.33) of the identity in terms of the number states before and 

after  in (3.2.29). On evaluating the resulting integral using 

(3.2.28), we recover the expression for the trace of  evaluated in 
the number state basis given in (1.3.34).
The simplest models in quantum optics utilize only a small 
number of discrete modes. However, this is not sufficient for 
all purposes. For some problems, including the treatment of 
dissipative processes, which we shall discuss in Chapter 5, a 
model incorporating the full electromagnetic field is required. 
This is done in one of two ways: either a full set of discrete 
modes for a sufficiently large but finite volume V of space is 
constructed, or the field is expanded in terms of continuum 
annihilation and creation operators. In the former approach, 
the limit V → ∞ is taken after the calculation of the required 
expectation values. In the latter, the electric and magnetic 
field operators are expressed as integrals over the wavevector 

k which include the continuum annihilation and creation 

operators  and , where λ is the polarization index. These 
operators do not act on single discrete modes and their 
commutator is expressed in terms of the three-dimensional 
delta function (see Appendix 2) as

(3.2.30) 

(p.38) 
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For many purposes, however, it is appropriate to use a simpler form 
of continuum operator depending on a single parameter, for 
example the frequency ω. This is because in many cases the 
coupling between the system of interest and the field involves only 
one superposition of the continuum modes for each frequency. By 
suitably redefining this superposition to be a new continuum mode, 
we reduce the number of required continuum annihilation 

operators to one per frequency ω and denote this operator as . 
The commutation relation between this annihilation operator and 
the corresponding creation operator is

(3.2.31) 
We emphasize that the action of these operators is not to annihilate 
or create a photon in a single mode, in contrast to the single-mode 

operators  and . Rather the annihilation or creation of a 
photon is produced by the action of a suitably weighted integral 

over ω of  or , respectively. The operator representing any 
observable field quantity will be expressed as an integral over ω

involving  and  so that, for example, the electric dipole 
coupling between an atom and the field introduces into the 
Hamiltonian an interaction term expressed as the product of the 

atomic dipole operator with an integral over ω containing  and 

. We will use interactions of this type to model dissipative 
phenomena in Chapters 5 and 6.
The energy of the free field is represented by the Hamiltonian 
operator

(3.2.32) 
 where we have omitted the divergent zero-point energy. We 

can also define a continuum generalization of the number operator 
as the integral

(3.2.33) 
which will be of use in our discussion of continuum number states 
in Section 3.4. Using the continuum operators requires some care 
since not all the properties of the single-mode operators carry over 
to the continuum operators, as we will see in Section 3.4.

3.3 Functions of operators and ordering 
theorems

In Chapter 1, we introduced the idea of a function of an 

Hermitian operator  with a complete, orthonormal set of 

(p.39) 
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eigenstates  and eigenvalues A n. A suitably well-behaved 

function f of  is then defined by the eigenvalue equation

(3.3.1) 
so that

(3.3.2) 

Clearly, from (3.3.2), an equivalent definition of  is obtained by 

inserting  into the power series (the Maclaurin expansion) of f. If 

 then

(3.3.3) 

Expanding  in terms of its eigenstates as  and inserting this 
into (3.3.3), we recover (3.3.2). Our original definition of a function 
of an operator required the operator to have a complete, 
orthonormal set of eigenstates, but not all operators of interest, 

including  and , have this property. Consequently it is 
necessary to adopt the more general definition of a function of an 
operator given by (3.3.3). We shall therefore employ this definition 

for all operators . Not all functions have Maclaurin series so that 
(3.3.3) cannot be employed for all functions. However, most 
commonly occurring functions of operators do possess Maclaurin 
series, as will all operator functions discussed here.
The most important function is the exponential since in the 
Schrödinger picture a state evolves under the action of the 

operator , where  is the time-independent Hamiltonian. 
The exponential is also important because any unitary 

operator  can be expressed in terms of an Hermitian 

operator  as . From the definition (3.3.3), we have

(3.3.4) 

 It follows directly from this that  for all . 

As an example of (3.3.4), consider the operator  given by the 
expansion

(3.3.5) 

(p.40) 
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Since  is Hermitian and has a complete, orthonormal set of 
eigenstates , we can also use (3.3.2) and write

(3.3.6) 
Any number z raised to the power of an operator  is evaluated by 
writing  so that

(3.3.7) 
In particular

(3.3.8) 
The identification of the exponential of an operator with the power 
series (3.3.4) allows us to prove a very useful theorem which states 

that for two operators  and ,
(3.3.9) 

The proof follows by inserting the expression (3.3.4) for  and 

 into the left-hand side of (3.3.9) and collecting together 
operator products containing equal numbers of the operator 

. Alternatively, consider the function  of the 

operators  and  defined as

(3.3.10) 
This function is defined by its power series expansion in 

 which, because it is a function of 

, is simply related to its power series 
expansion in θ. Thus
(3.3.11) 
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 The first term is simply . The second- and 
higher-order terms follow from the fact that

(3.3.12) 
so that

(3.3.13) 
and so on. The result (3.3.9) follows on putting θ = 1 in (3.3.11). An 

important consequence of this result is that if  in (3.3.9) is a 

function of another operator , so that , then
(3.3.14) 

where we have used the definition (3.3.3) together with the fact 

that .

The number operator  is the product 
of two non-commuting operators. Implicit in its definition is a 
prescription for ordering these two operators, so that 

 but . All functions of non-
commuting operators require a specification of the operator 

ordering. For functions of  and  there are 
three special orderings commonly encountered. These are 
normal, symmetric, and antinormal ordering. In normal 
ordering, the operators are positioned so that no annihilation 

operator  ever appears to the left of any creation operator . 
This ordering is denoted by placing pairs of dots before and 
after the normal ordered function. For example, the normal 

ordered form of  is

(3.3.15) 
Antinormal ordering, as its name suggests, is the opposite of 
normal ordering in that no annihilation operator ever appears to 

(p.41) 
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the right of any creation operator. This ordering is denoted by 
placing triplets of dots before and after the antinormal ordered 

function. For example, the antinormal ordered form of  is

(3.3.16) 
Symmetric ordering, denoted S( ), is the average of all possible 

orderings of   and . For example, the first two symmetric 
ordered powers of the number operator are

(3.3.17) 
(3.3.18) 

The effect of these different orderings is clearly demonstrated by 
calculating the first two moments of the number operator in a 

number state  for each of these orderings. From (3.3.15) to 
(3.3.18), we find

(3.3.19) 
(3.3.20) 

(3.3.21) 

These three orderings discussed above are not the only ones used. 
We will consider more general operator orderings in Chapter 4. The 
concept of normal, symmetric, and antinormal ordering, as well as 
more general ordering, can be extended to apply to functions of the 

continuum operators  and . This extension is a natural one in 
that, for example, a normal ordered function of the continuum 
creation and annihilation operators has all creation operators to the 
left of all annihilation operators.
It is often convenient to work with a particular operator 
ordering but the best ordering for calculational purposes is not 
always the one in which the problem is formulated. It is useful, 
therefore, to be able to relate one ordering of a function of 
operators to another. The rest of this section will be concerned 
with constructing such relationships for exponential functions 
of simple combinations of operators. For operators which 
commute there is, of course, no ordering problem, so that for 

two commuting operators  and  we have

(p.42) 
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The simplest non-trivial ordering theorem is concerned with two 

operators  and  which commute with their commutator so that 

 . Consider the function

(3.3.22) 
This function is defined by its power series in the usual way and the 
expansion (3.3.4) will contain products of powers of the operators 

 and  with all possible orderings. It may be advantageous to 

express  in a form in which all occurrences of  appear to the left 

of all those of . This ordering could be  achieved by 

repeated use of the commutator  to invert the order of 

 and  where required. Since  and  both 

commute with  by assumption, the resulting ordered 
power series expansion will only contain the operators 

, , and . It seems reasonable, 
therefore, to expect that  can be written as a product of a 
function of , a function of , and a function of . This is indeed 
the case as we now show. We seek to express  in the form
(3.3.23) 

where p, q, and r are functions to be determined. We proceed by 
calculating the derivative of  with respect to θ as given by the two 
forms (3.3.22) and (3.3.23). The derivative of the first is

(3.3.24) 
while that of the second is
(3.3.25) 

where primes denote differentiation with respect to θ and we have 
again used the fact that  commutes with both  and  and 
therefore with  and . Using (3.3.9), the coefficient of q’ on the 
right-hand side of (3.3.25) can be written simply as

(3.3.26) 
so that (3.3.25) becomes
(3.3.27) 

(p.43) 
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Comparing coefficients of , , and  in the right-hand sides of 
(3.3.24) and (3.3.27), we find

(3.3.28) 
Solving these simple differential equations, with the requirements 
that p(0) = q(0) = r(0) = 0 so that , we obtain p = q = θ and r = −θ
2/2. Hence the ordered form of  is
(3.3.29) 

An important application of the theorem is the normal ordering of 
the symmetrical ordered unitary displacement operator

(3.3.30) 
 which is important in the theory of the coherent states 

discussed in Section 3.6. If we let  and , then the commutator of 
 and  is the number  which clearly commutes with all 

operators. Hence from (3.3.29) with θ = 1 we find

(3.3.31) 
The relationship between  and its antinormal ordered form is 
found in a similar way from (3.3.29) with , , and θ = 1 to be

(3.3.32) 
We can apply a similar technique to order more complicated 
functions of  and . In particular, we can derive a 
relationship between the operator  and its normal ordered 
form. All powers of the number operator  commute with 
normal ordered powers of the number operator. This leads us 
to conjecture that it is possible to write

(3.3.33) 
Proceeding as before, we calculate the derivative of each form of 

 with respect to θ, giving

(3.3.34) 
where the annihilation operator appears on the far right of the final 
expression as a result of the normal ordering. Using the supposed 
relationship (3.3.33), we write

(p.44) 
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(3.3.35) 

where we have postmultiplied by . The theorem (3.3.9) then 
gives
(3.3.36) 

Comparing (3.3.34) and (3.3.36) leads to the requirement that . 
Integrating this and imposing the condition p(0) = 0, so that , 
gives . Hence

(3.3.37) 
 This result will be important in our discussion of photon 

number moment generating functions in Section 4.2. The number 

states  are clearly the eigenstates of  in (3.3.37) with 
eigenvalues . It follows that as θ → −∞ all these eigenvalues tend 

to zero except that of  and hence that .

The third theorem concerns the operator function 
where we now assume that

(3.3.38) 

so that  commutes with the 

commutator  but  does not. In this case a 

rearrangement of a product of powers of  and powers of 

 using the commutator (3.3.38) will lead to an expression 

which only contains powers of  and . Hence we seek 
a relationship of the form
(3.3.39) 

The method of obtaining the functions p and q is the same as that 

used above. The derivative of  with respect to θ is
(3.3.40) 

where we have again used (3.3.9). Comparing coefficients of 

 and  leads to the differential equations p’ = 1 and 

(p.45) 
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q’ exp(p) = 1. The solution of these with p(0) = q(0) = 0 is p = θ and
q = 1 − exp(−θ) so that
(3.3.41) 

The alternative ordering of  has the form
(3.3.42) 

as may be shown either by the same procedure or by 

postmultiplying (3.3.41) by  and using (3.3.9) and (3.3.14).
Ordering theorems involving larger numbers of operators can 
also be derived although only at the expense of greater 
complexity. We shall now consider two examples involving 
three non-commuting operators. The first concerns the system 

of angular momentum operators , , and , the 
commutators of whichare given by (3.2.13) and (3.2.14). 

Consider the exponential function of  and 

in the form . The fact that the commutator of 
any two angular momentum operators is proportional to one of 
the operators suggests a relationship of the form

(3.3.43) 

Employing the same method as before, we find
(3.3.44) 

The last form can be simplified by using the commutators (3.2.13) 
and (3.2.14) and applying (3.3.9) to the expressions

(3.3.45) 
and

(p.46) 
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(3.3.46) 

Substituting (3.3.45) and (3.3.46) into (3.3.44) and comparing 

coefficients of , , and , we 
obtain the differential equations

(3.3.47) 

(3.3.48) 

(3.3.49) 
The solution of these with p(0) = q(0) = r(0) = 0 is p = r = tan θ and
q = i ln(cos2 θ), so that
(3.3.50) 

In the study of squeezed states, we will use operators , 

, and  similar to the angular momentum 
operators but having the slightly different commutation relations

(3.3.51) 

(3.3.52) 
 For these operators we can use the same method to prove 

the ordering theorem
(3.3.53) 

It is possible to use the above method to order the exponential of 

any linear combination of , , and  or of 

, , and 

. The general form of these ordering theorems is 
included in Appendix 5, together with a summary of other ordering 
theorems.
The above theorems establish the equivalence of differently 
ordered operator functions without reference to states. If we 
have a complete or overcomplete set of states spanning the 
space on which the operators act then there are other ways of 

(p.47) 
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proving the equivalence of two operators. Two operators are 
equivalent if their matrix elements between any two basis 
states are equal, for all possible pairs of basis states. We 
illustrate this in Appendix 5. It is sometimes more convenient 
to reorder exponential functions of operators using the 
definition (3.3.4). The simplest example of this arises when we 
have the exponential of a sum of Pauli operators in the form

(3.3.54) 

where a 1, a 2, and a 3 are arbitrary complex numbers. It follows 

from the anticommutator  that

(3.3.55) 
and hence that
(3.3.56) 

Note that this is simply a linear combination of the Pauli operators.
Ordering theorems can also be derived for the exponential 
functional of some combinations of the continuum operators 

 and . We emphasize, however, that not all 

orderings are meaningful. In particular  and 
cannot both be well defined owing to the form of the 
commutator (3.2.31). The normal ordered form 

 is well behaved in that a weighted 
integral over ω of this acting on a state produces another state 
of the field. Examples of this are the free-field Hamiltonian 
(3.2.32) and the continuum number operator (3.2.33). We 
conclude this section with two continuum operator ordering 
theorems. The continuum analogue of the displacement 
operator (3.3.30) is

(3.3.57) 

 This can be related to normal and antinormal ordered 
forms similar to (3.3.31) and (3.3.32) for a single-mode 
displacement operator. Making the identifications

(p.48) 
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(3.3.58) 

(3.3.59) 
we find that the commutator is

(3.3.60) 
where we have used the continuum operator commutation relation 

(3.2.31). Clearly  and  both 

commute with  and therefore we can apply (3.3.29) to obtain 
the normal ordered form
(3.3.61) 

Similarly, the antinormal ordered form is related to 

 by
(3.3.62) 

The method of proof based on differentiating operator 
functions can be extended to functionals of continuum 
operators using the technique of functional differentiation. The 

functional derivative of a functional  of a function g(x) is 
defined by the limit

(3.3.63) 
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where this limit is well behaved. In particular, the functional 
derivative of the integral of a function of g(x) is

(3.3.64) 
 and that of the exponential of the integral of a function g(x) 

is
(3.3.65) 

This technique can be used to provide an alternative proof of 
(3.3.61) and (3.3.62). Consider the functional
(3.3.66) 

By analogy with the derivation of the single-mode result (3.3.31), 

we seek an equivalent expression for  in the form
(3.3.67) 

Evaluating and equating the functional derivatives of (3.3.66) and 

(3.3.67) and imposing the requirement that  for , we find

(3.3.68) 

(3.3.69) 

The result (3.3.61) follows on setting . Finally we obtain the 
continuum generalization of the normal ordering theorem (3.3.37). 
Consider the functional

(3.3.70) 
Once again, by analogy with the single-mode result (3.3.37), we 
conjecture that
(3.3.71) 

Equating the functional derivatives with respect to θ(ω’) of (3.3.70) 
and (3.3.71) gives

(p.49) 
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(3.3.72) 

 where we have again used (3.3.9) and the commutation 

relation (3.2.31). Comparing the coefficients of  gives

(3.3.73) 

so that with  we obtain . Hence
(3.3.74) 

3.4 Number states

So far in this chapter we have been primarily concerned with 
operators representing observable properties of atoms and 
fields. In the remainder of this chapter, we will introduce 
important classes of states, principally of the electromagnetic 
field, and use the operators and ordering theorems of the 
preceding two sections to derive their properties. We 
introduced the number states of a single field mode in Chapter
1, and in this section we derive some of their properties and 
those of their continuum generalizations.

The single-mode number states  are the eigenstates of the 

number operator  with eigenvalues n ( = 0, 1, 2, …). As 
such, they are the energy eigenstates of the free-field 

Hamiltonian. They are orthonormal, so that , and complete, 
so that they can be used to form the resolution (1.3.33) of the 
identity operator. The orthonormality of the number states 

together with the action of  and 

 on these states, given by (3.2.16) and (3.2.17), ensures 
that the expectation value in a number state of any operator 

(p.50) 
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formed as a product of powers of  and of  is zero unless 

the number of occurrences of  is the same as that of . In 
particular, the normal ordered moments are

(3.4.1) 

for  and zero otherwise, while the antinormal ordered moments 
are

(3.4.2) 
The symmetrical ordered moment is more complicated to evaluate.
For two or more modes, we can define a number operator for 
each mode but it is also useful to introduce a total number 
operator which is simply the sum of the single-mode operators. 
For example, the total number operator for two modes A and B

with annihilation operators  and  is

(3.4.3) 

 where  and . The set of eigenstates of 

 includes those formed as products of the single-mode 

eigenstates of  and , which we denote as

(3.4.4) 
In addition, it also includes superpositions of these product states 
corresponding to the same total photon number so that, for 
example,
(3.4.5) 

Hence the set of eigenstates of  is overcomplete.
It is possible to define states of the continuum field each 
having a precisely determined number of quanta. These states 
are the generalization of the eigenstates of the total photon 
number operator described above and are eigenstates of the 

continuum number operator  given by (3.2.33). We begin by 

defining the vacuum state  of the continuum field by 

(p.51) 
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the two properties that it is normalized, so that , 
and that

(3.4.6) 
for all ω. This is analogous to the action of the single-mode 

annihilation operator  on the vacuum state given by 
(1.3.35) with n = 0. For single modes, the number states are 
generated by repeated application of the creation operator as in 
(3.2.18). However, the application of the continuum creation 

operator  to the continuum vacuum state 

 does not produce a state. This is because 

the norm of , being the expectation 
value of the operator , is not defined since this operator cannot 
itself be defined, as discussed in Section 3.3. We can, however, 
introduce suitable operators for the construction of continuum 

number states by taking a weighted integral of  over frequency. 
Consider the operator

(3.4.7) 
where f(ω) is any complex function satisfying the normalization 
condition

(3.4.8) 

The operator  and its Hermitian conjugate 
have the commutation relation
(3.4.9) 

 using (3.4.8) and the commutator (3.2.31). The form of the 

commutator (3.4.9), together with the fact that , implies that 

 and  are boson annihilation and creation 

operators. The action of  on the vacuum state  produces a 
well-behaved one-quantum continuum state the form of which is 

determined by the function f(ω). The normalization of  follows 

directly from the commutator (3.4.9) and the property (3.4.6) of 

. The state  is also an eigenstate of  with eigenvalue unity since

(p.52) 
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(3.4.10) 

using the commutator (3.2.31). Further, it is straightforward to 
show that the action of any two continuum annihilation operators 

on  gives zero. This justifies the assertion that  is a one-
quantum state. This state is not, however, an eigenstate of the free-
field Hamiltonian (3.2.32) and hence is not a stationary state of the 
field. The expectation value of the Hamiltonian in this one-quantum 

state is .
The general two-quantum state is produced by the action of a 

second creation operator  acting on the one-

quantum state . The norm of the state  is

(3.4.11) 

where we have used the boson commutator (3.4.9) for  and 

. In terms of the functions f(ω) and g(ω), this norm is 
given by

(3.4.12) 
which can take any value from 1 to 2 depending on the degree of 
overlap of the functions f *(ω) and g(ω). If the overlap is zero then 

the state  is already normalized. This is analogous to 
the state of two discrete modes each containing precisely one 
photon. At the other extreme, if f *(ω) and g(ω) differ only by an ω-
independent phase factor, then the norm has value 2. This is the 
counterpart of two photons excited in a single discrete mode. A 

normalized two-quantum state can be obtained by dividing  by 
the square root of the norm (3.4.11).
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An n-quantum continuum field state is constructed by 

the action of n boson creation operators  on . The norm of 

the state  depends on the overlap integrals of all 
possible pairs of functions f i(ω). All states of this form are 

eigenstates of the continuum number operator  with 
eigenvalue n. Moreover, the action of any n + 1 annihilation 
operators on this state gives zero, as required for an n-
quantum state.

3.5 Thermal states

It is often the case that we do not have enough information to 
specify completely the state of a system and hence cannot 
form its wavefunction. In such a situation, we can only 
describe the system as a mixed state represented by a density 
matrix ρ. The thermal states are those about which we have a 
minimum of information, knowing only the mean value of the 
energy. They arise frequently in problems, such as those 
considered in Chapter 5, involving the coupling of a system to 
its environment, the detailed structure of which is unknown. 
This is precisely the situation when the environment is in 
thermo-dynamic equilibrium.

In thermal equilibrium, the state of a system with Hamiltonian 

 is represented by the density matrix

(3.5.1) 

where  being Boltzmann’s constant and T being the absolute 

temperature. For a two-state system with energy eigenstates 

and ,  having energy ħ ω greater than , (3.5.1) gives the 
density matrix
(3.5.2) 

The probabilities for finding the system in either of its energy 
eigenstates are those associated with Fermi–Dirac statistics. If we 
restrict our model of an atom to only two states, then the density 
matrix (3.5.2) represents the steady state of the atom when in 
thermal equilibrium with a black-body radiation field at 

(p.53) 
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temperature T. In this state, the expectation values of  and 

, the quadrature components of the electric dipole, are both 
zero, showing that there is no preferred dipole orientation. The 

expectation value of , the atomic inversion, is given by

(3.5.3) 
the value of which is always negative.
For a single field mode with frequency ω in a thermal state 
corresponding to temperature T, the density matrix (3.5.1) is

(3.5.4) 

 Since this is a function only of the number operator , 
this density matrix is diagonal in the number state basis and can be 
written as

(3.5.5) 
where the probability P(n) is given by the Bose-Einstein form

(3.5.6) 
The mean photon number  is the expectation value of the 

number operator  given by

(3.5.7) 
Inserting the forms (3.5.5) and (3.5.6), we obtain
(3.5.8) 

We can invert (3.5.8) to express  in terms of  and find

(3.5.9) 
Hence from (3.5.5) and (3.5.6), the density matrix can be written in 
the form

(p.54) 
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(3.5.10) 
Alternative forms of this density matrix which follow from (3.3.2), 
(3.5.5), and (3.5.10) are

(3.5.11) 
and

(3.5.12) 

The moments of the number operator  can be 
calculated by differentiation, using (3.5.11), since

(3.5.13) 

 The first two of these moments are

(3.5.14) 
as in (3.5.8), and

(3.5.15) 

so that the variance in the photon number is . The 

expectation value of : : (see (3.3.15)) can be written

(3.5.16) 
using the cyclic property of the trace operation. Hence if we can 
obtain an antinormal ordered form of the density matrix ρ, then the 
required expectation value will be the trace of an antinormal 
ordered operator. We first rewrite (3.5.11) in the form

(3.5.17) 
Using the ordering theorem (A5.8) and (3.5.8), the antinormal 
ordered form of ρ is

(p.55) 
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(3.5.18) 

Substituting (3.5.18) into (3.5.16), we see that
(3.5.19) 

where the trace has been evaluated by considering the case l = 0. 
In Section 4.2, we rederive (3.5.19) more easily using the moment 
generating function. As with the number states, the expectation 
value in a thermal state of any operator formed as a product of 

unequal numbers of  and  is zero.
For a continuum in a thermal state it is more natural, rather 
than trying to define a density matrix, to express the thermal 
properties in terms of correlation functions of the continuum 
operators. By analogy with the single-mode treatment, we 
assume that the only non-zero moments are those which 
contain an  equal number of continuum creation and 
annihilation operators. The first normal ordered moment is

(3.5.20) 
where

(3.5.21) 
Note that the delta function in (3.5.20) implies that the expectation 

value of  is not defined and neither, therefore, is the expectation 
value of the continuum number operator (3.2.33). The second 
normal ordered moment is
(3.5.22) 

More generally, all the non-zero normal ordered moments have the 
form

(p.56) 
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(3.5.23) 

where {i, j} is the ith element of the jth permutation of the integers 
{l + 1, l + 2,…,2l}. We justify this by considering the properties of 

the boson operators  and  introduced in the 
preceding section (see (3.4.7)). The expectation value of any 

operator formed as a product of powers of 

and  is zero unless the number of occurrences of  is the same 
as that of . In particular
(3.5.24) 

and
(3.5.25) 

In general, the non-zero moments of normal ordered operators are

(3.5.26) 
 which is precisely the form obtained in (3.5.19) for the 

single-mode case. Hence the photon statistics associated with 

quanta annihilated by the operator  are of the Bose–Einstein 

form. If  is sharply peaked compared with  at ω = ω 0, say, 
then (3.5.24) reduces to

(3.5.27) 
which corresponds to the result for a single mode at frequency ω 0. 

This justifies the assertion that the factors  in the correlation 
functions (3.5.20) and (3.5.23) are given by (3.5.22).

(p.57) 
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3.6 Coherent states

Of all states of the radiation field, the coherent states are the 
most important and arise frequently in quantum optics. Not 
only can they be an accurate representation of the field 
produced by a stabilized laser operating well above threshold, 
but also many of the techniques for studying the properties of 
fields rely on the mathematics of the coherent states. The 
single-mode coherent states are generated by the action on 
the vacuum state  of the Glauber displacement operator

(3.6.1) 
where  is any complex number with real and imaginary parts α r
and α i, respectively. This operator is unitary since

(3.6.2) 
which is the inverse of . This follows from the fact that  for all 

operators , as shown in Section 3.3. It is useful to 
be able to write  in normal and antinormal ordered forms. These 
are found using the ordering theorem (3.3.29) and explicit 

relationships between  and its normal and 
antinormal ordered forms are given by (3.3.31) and (3.3.32). The 

single-mode coherent state  is given by

(3.6.3) 
and it then follows from (3.3.31) that

(3.6.4) 
where we have used the definition (3.3.4) of the exponential 
function of an  operator together with (3.2.16) and (3.2.17). 

The state  is normalized since , using the unitarity 

of  together with the fact that .
One of the reasons for the significance of the coherent states 

is that  is a right eigenstate of  with eigenvalue α. 
This is easily seen using (3.6.4) since

(p.58) 
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(3.6.5) 

It is straightforward to see that  is not a right eigenstate of 

. This is not surprising since  and  do 
not commute. However, it follows from (3.6.5) that the coherent 

state  is a left eigenstate of  with eigenvalue α *, so 
that

(3.6.6) 

but that it is not a left eigenstate of . From the above, we 

conclude that any expectation value in a coherent state  of a 

normal ordered function of  and  is 

simply found by replacing  by α and  by α * in the function 

so that, for example, .
The photon number probability distribution P(n) for the 

coherent state  is, from (3.6.4),

(3.6.7) 
which is the Poisson distribution. The expectation value of the 

photon number operator  is

(3.6.8) 

Alternatively, we can use the fact that  is a right eigenstate of 

 to write . The variance of  is

(3.6.9) 
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 The expectation value of  is easily calculated using 
(3.6.5) and (3.6.6) since

(3.6.10) 

Hence, from (3.6.9), the variance of  is given by

(3.6.11) 
so that the variance is equal to the mean as it should be for a 
Poisson distribution. It is often useful to calculate the normal 

ordered variance which for an Hermitian operator  is defined to 
be

(3.6.12) 

For the number operator , the normal ordered variance in a 
coherent state is

(3.6.13) 

This implies that the expectation value of  in any coherent state 

is equal to the square of the mean photon number . More 

generally, the expectation value of  is . States for which the 
normal ordered variance (3.6.13) is positive are termed super-
Poissonian while those for which it is negative are termed sub-

Poissonian. The former include the thermal states for which  

 while the latter include the number states 

, other than 

, for which : .
The expectation values in the coherent state 

 of the annihilation operator  and 
the creation operator  are α and α *, respectively. This follows 
directly from the eigenvalue equations (3.6.5) and (3.6.6) 
together with . Hence the quadrature operator  given by 
(3.2.20) has the expectation value

(3.6.14) 
which, being the expectation value of an Hermitian operator, is 
real. The expectation value of  is

(p.59) 
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(3.6.15) 

Hence for all the coherent states, the variance of 

 is

(3.6.16) 
 For all states, the product of the variances of the two 

quadrature components  and  is bounded by the Heisenberg 
uncertainty principle which is expressed as the inequality

(3.6.17) 
where we have used the commutator (3.2.23). It follows 
immediately that the coherent states are minimum uncertainty 
states having the same uncertainty associated with each 
quadrature. As with the number operator, it is often useful to 

calculate the normal ordered variance (3.6.12) of , which for 

 is
(3.6.18) 

States for which the normal ordered variance in one of the 
quadratures is negative are termed squeezed states. We shall 
consider examples of these in Section 3.7.
Rather than using the number state expansion (3.6.4) of the 
coherent state  to derive the eigenvalue equations (3.6.5) 
and (3.6.6), we can work directly from the definition (3.6.3). 

Consider the action of the annihilation operator  on the 
state  given by

(3.6.19) 

where we have used the fact that . A simple expression for the 
operator  can be found using the operator theorem (3.3.9). 

Identifying  and  in (3.3.9) with  and

, respectively, we find

(3.6.20) 
Hence (3.6.19) becomes
(3.6.21) 

(p.60) 
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Similarly, we can prove that  is a left eigenstate of  with 

eigenvalue α * using the fact that  and the transformation

(3.6.22) 
which is the Hermitian conjugate of (3.6.20). The transformations 
(3.6.20) and (3.6.22) can be used to obtain expectation values of 

operator functions of  and  in a coherent state. For 
example,
(3.6.23) 

 in agreement with the earlier result (3.6.8). More generally, 

the expectation value in a coherent state  of 

any function of  and  equals the expectation 

value of the same function of  and  in the state 

. In this sense, we can picture a coherent state as a 
superposition of a classical field mode and a quantum field mode in 
its vacuum state.
In contrast to the number states, the coherent states are not 
mutually orthogonal. The overlap between two coherent states

 and  is

(3.6.24) 

and hence

(3.6.25) 
Despite the lack of orthogonality of the coherent states, they form 
an overcomplete set in that the identity can be resolved in terms of 
the coherent states as

(3.6.26) 

(p.61) 
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where  denotes a double integral over the whole complex α-
plane. We prove (3.6.26) by using the number state expansion 

(3.6.4) of  so that writing 

 and performing the double integral in polar coordinates 
gives
(3.6.27) 

from the resolution of the identity in terms of the number states. 
The overcom-pleteness of the coherent states allows us to express 

the trace of an operator   as an integral over the 

complex α-plane. The trace of  evaluated in the number state 
basis is

(3.6.28) 
where we have used the resolution of the identity (3.6.27). 

Rearranging (3.6.28) gives the form of the trace of  evaluated 
in the coherent state basis since

(3.6.29) 
Although the coherent states form an overcomplete set of states, 
we can construct a complete orthonormal basis from any coherent 

state  and the states generated 
by the action of  on the remaining number states. The 
completeness and orthonormality of the displaced number states 

(p.62) 
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 follow from the unitarity of 
and the orthonormality of the number states.

It is important to note that two displacement operators 

and  with different arguments do not, in general, 

commute. However, the product  is simply 
multiplied by a phase factor. This phase factor can be found 

using (3.3.29) with  and θ = 1, so that

(3.6.30) 

It follows that the action of the displacement operator on a 
coherent state produces another coherent state, apart from a phase 
factor, since
(3.6.31) 

The action of the operator formed by raising a complex number z to 

the power  on a coherent state 
produces the coherent state 

 multiplied by a factor. 
Using (3.3.8) together with the number state expansion (3.6.4) of 

, we find

(3.6.32) 

 In particular, if  then writing  we 
obtain

(3.6.33) 
In Section 4.5, we will need a special case of this result with φ = π, 
so that

(3.6.34) 
It is possible to construct operators as functions of the 

displacement operator . One example required in Section 

4.4 is the operator  given by

(3.6.35) 

(p.63) 
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where p < 1. The action of this operator on a coherent state 
can be found by using (3.6.30) so that
(3.6.36) 

Surprisingly, this is also a coherent state multiplied by a factor. We 

can show this by first normal ordering the operator  using 
the ordering theorem (3.3.31). We have
(3.6.37) 

Substituting the expression (3.3.4) for each of the exponential 
operators and performing the integral over the complex ξ-plane 

using polar coordinates with  gives
(3.6.38) 

 Alternatively, we can use (3.3.37) to write 

 in the form

(3.6.39) 

It follows from (3.6.38) that , and from (3.6.32) and 

(3.6.39) that  is a coherent state multiplied by a factor 
depending on p and α so that, for example,

(p.64) 
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(3.6.40) 

The quadrature representation  of the coherent state 

 is defined to be the overlap between the quadrature 

eigenstate  and , that is

(3.6.41) 

To obtain  we first use the eigenvalue equation (3.6.5) to write

(3.6.42) 

From (3.2.20), the annihilation operator  can be expressed in 

terms of the quadrature operators  and  as

(3.6.43) 

This, together with the quadrature representation of  and 

 given in Appendix 4, enables us to rewrite (3.6.42) as the 
differential equation

(3.6.44) 
The normalized solution to this equation, up to an x λ-independent 
factor κ of unit modulus (see Appendix 4), is
(3.6.45) 

where the expectation values of  and  are given by (3.6.14). 

This has the form of a Gaussian in  multiplied by an -
dependent phase factor and will lead to a Gaussian probability 
distribution for  given by . It is a characteristic of such Gaussian 
states that they minimize the uncertainty product (3.6.17).
Coherent states of more than one field mode are simply 
formed as products of single-mode coherent states. For two 

modes A and B with annihilation operators  and , the two-

mode coherent state  is generated by the  action of 

two displacement operators  and  on the two-

mode vacuum state , so that

(p.65) 
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(3.6.46) 

The properties of this state follow from those described above of 

the single-mode state. In particular,  is a right eigenstate 

of both  and  with eigenvalues α and β, respectively, and 

therefore expectation values of normal ordered products of , ,

, and  can be found by replacing these operators 
by α, α *, β, and β *, respectively, in a given product. For example,

(3.6.47) 
The generalization of coherent states to a continuum of modes 

is achieved by acting on the vacuum state  of the 

continuum field with the displacement operator  given 
in (3.3.57), producing

(3.6.48) 

This state is normalized and is a right eigenstate of the continuum 

annihilation operator  with eigenvalue . In order to 
show this, we need the continuum analogue of (3.6.20) given by
(3.6.49) 

where we have used the continuum operator commutation relation 

(3.2.31), and (3.3.9). The action of  on 
gives
(3.6.50) 

using (3.6.49), (3.4.6), and the fact that  is the inverse of

. It follows from (3.6.50) that the continuum coherent state 

is a left eigenstate of  with eigenvalue , so that
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(3.6.51) 

 The expectation value in the coherent state  of a 
normal ordered function of continuum annihilation and creation 

operators is simply found by replacing  by  and 

 by  in the function.

The expectation value  of the continuum number 
operator (3.2.33) in the coherent state  follows from 
the eigenvalue equation (3.6.50) since

(3.6.52) 

The normal ordered form of  has all annihilation operators 
positioned to the right of every creation operator so that
(3.6.53) 

The expectation value of this operator in the state  is 
found to be

(3.6.54) 
It follows that the continuum coherent states are Poissonian in that 

.
As with the single-mode coherent states, the continuum 
coherent states are not mutually orthogonal. The overlap 

between two states  and  is

(p.66) 
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(3.6.55) 

where we have used the ordering theorems (A5.5) and (A5.4).
In Section 3.4, we introduced boson annihilation and creation 
operators  and  defined by (3.4.7) and its Hermitian 
conjugate. The action of these  operators on a 
continuum field state is to remove or to add one quantum. The 

continuum coherent state  is a right eigenstate of

(3.6.56) 
with eigenvalue

(3.6.57) 
This follows directly from the eigenvalue equation (3.6.50). The 

properties of these operators are similar to those of  and  with 
the single-mode coherent state. In particular, the expectation value 

of the normal ordered product  is

(3.6.58) 
For l = m,

(3.6.59) 
showing that the photon statistics associated with quanta 

annihilated by the operator  are Poissonian.
3.7 Squeezed states

Squeezed states arise in simple quantum models of a number 
of non-linear optical processes including optical parametric 
oscillation and four-wave mixing. These states are 
characterized by the property that the variance of the 

quadrature operator  is less than the value 1/2 
associated with the vacuum and the coherent states (see 
(3.6.16)), for a range of values of λ. The Heisenberg 

(p.67) 
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uncertainty relation (3.6.17) then implies that the variance of 
the quadrature operator  exceeds 1/2. It follows that the 
uncertainty in a quadrature depends on its phase λ. The 
simplest single-mode squeezed states are generated by the 

action on the vacuum state  of the squeezing operator

(3.7.1) 

where  is any complex 
number with modulus r and argument φ. The squeezing operator is 

similar in form to  given in (3.6.1) with  replaced by  and 
for this reason squeezed states are sometimes referred to as two-

photon coherent states. The operator  is unitary since

(3.7.2) 

 which is the inverse of . It is useful to write  in 
an ordered form which, using the operator ordering theorem 
(A5.18), is
(3.7.3) 

The single-mode squeezed state  is given by

(3.7.4) 
and it then follows from (3.7.3) that
(3.7.5) 

where we have used the definition (3.3.4) of the exponential 
function of an operator, together with (3.2.16) and (3.2.17) and the 

fact that . Note that  is a 
superposition only of even photon number states. The squeezed 

state  is normalized since , using the unitarity of 

 together with the fact that .

The squeezed state  is a right eigenstate of a ζ-dependent 

linear combination of  and 
, with eigenvalue 0. Using the number state expansion (3.7.5) 

(p.68) 
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together with the properties of  and , it is 
straightforward to show that

(3.7.6) 

Similarly,  is the zero-eigenvalue left eigenstate of  

. For these reasons,  is 
termed the squeezed vacuum. These properties also follow from the 

form of the operators  and . Using the form of the 
squeezing operator given in (3.7.1) and the theorem (3.3.9), we 
have
(3.7.7) 

The transformation of  is the Hermitian conjugate of (3.7.7) given 
by

(3.7.8) 
The eigenvalue equation (3.7.6) can then be derived from (3.7.7) 
since
(3.7.9) 

 In this section, we will also need the inverses of the 
transformations (3.7.7) and (3.7.8) obtained by changing the sign of
ζ and hence of r. We find

(3.7.10) 
(3.7.11) 

The photon number probability distribution P(n) for the 
squeezed state is, from (3.7.5),

(3.7.12) 
(3.7.13) 
These probabilities sum to unity, as required, since the n-dependent 

factors in (3.7.12) are the terms of the binomial expansion of . The 

expectation value of the number operator  can be 

(p.69) 
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found directly from the above photon number probability 
distribution since
(3.7.14) 

Alternatively, we can use the transformations of (3.7.10) and 

(3.7.11) to rewrite  as a vacuum expectation value since
(3.7.15) 

This procedure is the same as that used for the coherent state 

 and the operator  in (3.6.23). It can be used to calculate 
the expectation value in the squeezed state  of any function of 
and  since this expectation value equals the vacuum expectation 
value of the same function with  replaced by  (3.7.10) and 

 replaced by (3.7.11). In particular the expectation value of  is
(3.7.16) 

so that the variance in the photon number is . This, being twice 
that for a thermal state of the same , represents a large 
uncertainty.

(p.70) 
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The expectation values in the squeezed state  of  and 

are zero since, from (3.7.5),  is a superposition of even 
photon number states whereas  contains only odd photon 
number states. Hence the quadrature operator  given by 
(3.2.20) has the expectation value

(3.7.17) 

We can calculate the expectation value of  using 
the transformation method described above together with (3.7.10) 
and (3.7.11). We have
(3.7.18) 

which is also equal to the variance  since . As φ is 

varied, the variance ranges from a minimum of  to a maximum 

of  and will be less than 1/2 if . If , then 

we say that the quadrature  is squeezed. For 
all states, the product of the variances of the two quadrature 

components  and  is bounded by the 
Heisenberg uncertainty principle (3.6.17). For the squeezed state 

, this product is given by
(3.7.19) 

where we have used (3.7.18) and the corresponding result for 

 obtained by replacing λ by . The product of 
the variances in (3.7.19) attains its minimum value of 1/4 when r = 

0, or when either  or  is 
zero. The first of these conditions corresponds to the true vacuum 

state ,  while the others will hold if , in which 
case the variance of one of the quadrature components is exp(−2r)/
2 while that of the other is exp(2r)/2. It is often more convenient to 
express the condition for squeezing in terms of the normal ordered 

(p.71) 
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variance  defined by (3.6.12). The 

quadrature  is squeezed if , zero being its value for a 

coherent state (see (3.6.18)). Using the commutator of  and 

, and the definition (3.2.20) of , it is easy to show 
that, for all states,

(3.7.20) 

Hence the two conditions  and  for the quadrature to 
be squeezed are equivalent.
As with the coherent states, the squeezed states are not 
mutually orthogonal. The overlap between two squeezed states

and  is

(3.7.21) 

However, in contrast to the coherent states, the squeezed states do 
not form a complete set since they are all orthogonal to the odd 

photon number states, that is  for all n and ζ. The overlap 
between the coherent state  and the squeezed state 

 is
(3.7.22) 

where we have used the eigenvalue equation (3.6.6) and the 

number state expansion (3.6.4) of . The overlap (3.7.22) is non-
zero for all α and ζ and hence the coherent and squeezed states are 

never orthogonal. The square of the modulus of  is a two-
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dimensional Gaussian in the real part αr and imaginary part αi of α. 
For φ = 0, we find
(3.7.23) 

The quadrature representation  of the squeezed state 

 is the overlap between the quadrature eigenstate  and

, that is

(3.7.24) 

To obtain , we first use the eigenvalue equation (3.7.6) to write

(3.7.25) 
Using (3.6.43) and its Hermitian conjugate together with the 

quadrature representations of  and  given in 
Appendix 4, we rewrite (3.7.25) as the differential equation
(3.7.26) 

The normalized solution of this equation, up to an x λ-independent 
factor κ of unit modulus, is
(3.7.27) 

where , the variance of , is given by (3.7.18). 
This will be a simple Gaussian in x λ if  which is, as noted 
earlier, the condition for minimizing the product of the variances of 

 and  in (3.7.19). The probability distribution for the 

quadrature  is

(3.7.28) 
which is a Gaussian, centred on x λ = 0, with a width proportional 
to the square root of the variance.

(p.72) 
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The combined action of  followed by  on the vacuum state 

 produces a class of squeezed states characterized by a 
non-zero expectation value of . The state  defined by

(3.7.29) 
where ζ and α are complex numbers, is termed the coherent 
squeezed state. It is normalized since . It is important 

to realize that the operators  and  do not 

commute and hence . Consider
(3.7.30) 

 where we have used the transformations (3.7.7) and (3.7.8) 
together with the definition (3.6.1) of 

. Hence  is a 
coherent squeezed state having the same squeezing parameter ζ as 

 but a different coherent amplitude. It follows that  may be 
expressed in the alternative form
(3.7.31) 

It is convenient, when deriving the properties of , to 
transform expectation values in a coherent squeezed state into 
vacuum expectation values using the unitary transformations

(3.7.32) 

(3.7.33) 

obtained from the unitary transformations (3.6.20), (3.6.22), 
(3.7.10), and (3.7.11). The expectation values in the coherent 

squeezed state  of  and  are α and α *, respectively, since

(p.73) 
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(3.7.34) 

Hence the quadrature operator  given by (3.2.20) has the 
expectation value
(3.7.35) 

which is the value (3.6.14) found for the coherent state . 

The expectation value of  is
(3.7.36) 

and hence the variance of  is
(3.7.37) 

which is the value found in (3.7.18) for the squeezed state 
. We see from (3.7.35) and (3.7.37) that the expectation value of 

 is determined solely by the coherent amplitude α while the 
variance, and hence the squeezing, depends on the squeezing 
parameter ζ only.

The expectation value of the number operator  can be 
found by similar use of the unitary transformations (3.7.32) 
and (3.7.33). We find

(3.7.38) 

which is the sum of the mean photon numbers for the coherent 
state , found in (3.6.8), and for the squeezed state , found in 
(3.7.14). The normal ordered variance of  is

(p.74) 
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(3.7.39) 

where θ is the argument of α. This expression can be negative 

corresponding to sub-Poissonian statistics. In particular, if  is 
sufficiently large for the first term of (3.7.39) to dominate then the 

minimum value of  is  and

(3.7.40) 
where we have used (3.7.20) and (3.7.37). This proportionality 

between  and  is the basis for the method of homodyne 
detection used to measure squeezing.
The coherent squeezed states form an overcomplete set in that 
the identity can be resolved as

(3.7.41) 
We prove this by using the form (3.7.31) to write the left-hand side 
of (3.7.41) as

(3.7.42) 

where . The Jacobian for the change of variable from α to
β is unity and therefore
(3.7.43) 

using (3.6.26).

The coherent squeezed state  is 
a right eigenstate of the transformed annihilation operator 

 with eigenvalue 0 since

(3.7.44) 

(p.75) 
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The transformed annihilation operator is
(3.7.45) 

where we have used the transformations (3.7.7), and (3.6.20) and 
(3.6.22) with α replaced by −α. We can calculate the quadrature 

representation   by writing the equation
(3.7.46) 

as a differential equation for  by the method used to derive 
(3.7.26). The normalized solution of the resulting equation is
(3.7.47) 

where κ is a unit-modulus factor and, as found earlier,  and 

are the same as those for the coherent state  given by 

(3.6.14). The probability distribution for the quadrature  is
(3.7.48) 

which is a Gaussian, similar to that given in (3.7.28) for the state 

 but with the centre shifted to .

For two modes A and B with annihilation operators  and , 

the two-mode squeezed state  is generated by the 

action on the two-mode vacuum state  of the two-mode 
squeezing operator

(3.7.49) 
where, as before,  is any complex number. It should be 

noted that  is not simply the product of 
two single-mode squeezing operators for the modes A and B. The 
form of (3.7.49) is similar to that of the single-mode 

operator  given in (3.7.1) but with  replaced by 

. Both single-mode and two-mode squeezing arise in 

(p.76) 
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models of two-photon non-linear optics being associated with 
degenerate and non-degenerate processes, respectively. In the first 
of these, pairs of photons are generated in a single mode by the 

action of  while in the second, pairs of photons are 

generated, one in each of the modes A and B, by the action of . 

The operator  is unitary since  which is the inverse of 

. It is useful to write  in an ordered form which, using the 
operator ordering theorem (A5.18), is
(3.7.50) 

The two-mode squeezed state  is given by

(3.7.51) 
and it then follows from (3.7.50) that
(3.7.52) 

where we have again used the definition (3.3.4) of the exponential 

function of an operator. The state  is 
a superposition only of states in which the two modes contain the 

same number of photons and is normalized since . Note that 
 is an entangled state in that it is not the product of a state for 

mode A and one for mode B. This leads to correlations between the 
properties of the modes.
The single-mode properties of each of the two modes in the 
state  are precisely those of a single-mode 
thermal state. Consider, for example, the expectation value of 

any operator  associated with mode A alone and given by

(3.7.53) 

from (3.7.52). This expectation value contains only diagonal 
elements in the number state basis, the off-diagonal ones vanishing 
owing to the orthonormality of the number states for mode B. An 
equivalent result to (3.7.53) can be obtained using the thermal 
state density matrix (3.5.5) and (3.5.6) if we identify tanh2 r with 

, so that  in (3.5.9). As this equivalence of 
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expectation values holds for any single-mode operator 

, we can infer that the state of mode A is 
represented by a thermal density matrix. Hence the moments of the 

number operator  are the same as those given in (3.5.14), (3.5.15), 
and  (3.5.19), and the expectation value and variance of the 

quadrature operator  in (3.2.20) are

(3.7.54) 

(3.7.55) 
The symmetry between modes A and B apparent in (3.7.52) means 
that mode B can be represented by a thermal density matrix with 
the same mean photon number as that of mode A. These properties 
can be derived directly from the form of the state (3.7.52) but it is 
easier to transform expectation values into two-mode vacuum 
expectation values using
(3.7.56) 

(3.7.57) 

and their Hermitian conjugates
(3.7.58) 

(3.7.59) 

In this way we can re-express single-mode thermal averages as 
two-mode vacuum expectation values. The thermal state 

expectation value of any operator function of  and 

 is equal to the two-mode vacuum expectation value with 

 replaced by (3.7.56) and  replaced by (3.7.58), with 

 and φ arbitrary.
We can express the two-mode squeezed state as a product of 
two single-mode squeezed states by introducing superposition 
modes C and D, as in Section 2.6, with annihilation operators 

 and  given by

(3.7.60) 

(3.7.61) 

(p.77) 
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where δ is a real phase. Such superpositions model the action of a 
beam-splitter as we will discuss in the last section of this chapter. 

The operators  and  are independent boson 

annihilation operators since  and  and 

commute with  and . The inverse relations to 
(3.7.60) and (3.7.61) are

(3.7.62) 

(3.7.63) 
 If we express the two-mode squeezing operator (3.7.49) in 

terms of  and , we find
(3.7.64) 

where  and are single-mode squeezing operators acting 
on the superposition modes C and D. The two-mode squeezed state 

 can then be written as the product

(3.7.65) 
of squeezed states for the superposition modes C and D. The 
properties of the modes C and D are simply those associated with 
the single-mode squeezed states described earlier in this section. 
The squeezing of the superposition mode quadratures is a 
consequence of the correlation between modes A and B. This 
correlation is also responsible for the zero variance in the 

difference between the photon numbers  and 

 since
(3.7.66) 

The variances in both  and  are  but 
the correlation between the photon numbers ensures that 

(p.78) 
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 and leads to the zero 

variance in .

The action of the displacement operators  and  given 

by (3.6.46) on  produces a two-mode coherent squeezed 
state. As with the single-mode coherent squeezed state, the 
expectation values of the quadratures are determined by α and
β while the squeezing properties depend on ζ only.

The generalization of the squeezed vacuum states to a 
continuum of modes is achieved by acting on the vacuum state

 of the continuum field with the squeezing operator

(3.7.67) 

where . This operator is the natural generalization of the two-
mode squeezing operator (3.7.49) in that it involves products of 
continuum operators associated with pairs of frequencies summing 
to 2Ω. We then say that the field is squeezed at frequency Ω. In 

(3.7.67) the range of integration is  and we note that 

 and  multiply the same pair of  operators. 
Therefore we may, without loss of generality, set 

. The factor  in the exponent of 
(3.7.67) is a consequence of the fact that the continuum operators 
corresponding to each frequency occur twice in the integrand. The 
continuum squeezed vacuum state is

(3.7.68) 
This state is important in models of coherent two-photon processes 
such as parametric amplification in which excitation at frequency 
2Ω results in the production of pairs of photons. The statistical 

properties of the state  can be found with the aid of the 
transformation
(3.7.69) 

and its Hermitian conjugate, where we have used the continuum 
operator commutation relation (3.2.31), and (3.3.9). In particular 
we find that the lowest-order non-vanishing moments are

(3.7.70) 

(p.79) 
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(3.7.71) 
(3.7.72) 

We will use these moments in Section 5.5 in our discussion of 
dissipation arising from coupling to a squeezed environment. In 

order to demonstrate that the state  is 
squeezed, we consider the continuum generalization of the 
quadrature operator defined as
(3.7.73) 

It follows from the moments (3.7.70) and (3.7.72) that the normal 

ordered variance of  is
(3.7.74) 

For  the integrand of (3.7.74) is negative and hence the 
field is squeezed.
We conclude this section by emphasizing that not all squeezed 
states are  generated by unitary transformation of the 
vacuum state. Consider for example the single-mode state 

 where for simplicity we choose c 0 and c 1 to be real. 

The variance of  is

(3.7.75) 
which is clearly minimized if λ = 0. The quadrature 

 is 

squeezed if , that is if . The minimum variance for this 

state is 3/8 which occurs when  and . Note that this 
squeezed state is not a minimum uncertainty state.

3.8 Angular momentum coherent states

Angular momentum coherent states, also known as spin 
coherent states and atomic coherent states, are important in 

(p.80) 
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many models in quantum optics, notably in the coherent 
excitation of atoms and in the action of a beam-splitter. 
Although interest in these states is not limited to rotating 
systems, it is simplest to define these states in terms of the 

angular momentum eigenstates  where j takes any 

integer or half-integer value and . The 
actions of the angular momentum operators 

, and  on the state 

 are given by

(3.8.1) 
(3.8.2) 

so that  and . It follows from (3.8.2) 

that we can write  as

(3.8.3) 
The angular momentum coherent state is defined by the action of 
the rotation operator
(3.8.4) 

on . This operator is unitary since  and 
rotates the angular momentum vector through an angle θ about the 
axis . It is useful to write the operator (3.8.4) in the ordered 
form
(3.8.5) 

 using the ordering theorem (A5.11) The angular 

momentum coherent state  is given by

(3.8.6) 
and it then follows from (3.8.5) that

(p.81) 
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(3.8.7) 

where we have used the definition (3.3.4) of the exponential 
function of an operator together with (3.8.3). The probability 

distribution P(m) for  is therefore binomial since

(3.8.8) 
As with the coherent states and the squeezed states, the angular 
momentum coherent states are not mutually orthogonal, the 

overlap between the states  and  being
(3.8.9) 

Hence

(3.8.10) 
where Θ is the angle between the directions defined by the angles 

 and . Despite the lack of orthogonality of the angular 
momentum coherent states, they form an overcomplete set in that 
the identity on the space with total angular momentum j can be 
resolved as

(3.8.11) 

where the integration  is over the whole surface of a sphere. 
We prove this by first inserting the definition (3.8.7) into the left-

hand side of (3.8.11) and carrying out the integration over  to 
obtain
(3.8.12) 

 We show in Appendix 3 with the aid of the gamma and beta 

functions that the value of the integral in (3.8.12) is  and 
therefore
(3.8.13) 

(p.82) 
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It follows that the trace of an operator  can be expressed as

(3.8.14) 

The state  is an eigenstate of  with eigenvalue −j and a 
right eigenstate of  with eigenvalue 0. It therefore follows 
that  is an eigenstate of  with eigenvalue −j and a right 
eigenstate of  with eigenvalue 0 since

(3.8.15) 

and
(3.8.16) 

The transformed angular momentum operators in (3.8.15) and 
(3.8.16) have the explicit forms
(3.8.17) 

and
(3.8.18) 

where we have again used (3.3.9) together with the commutators 

(3.2.13) and (3.2.14). The state  is also a left eigenstate with 
zero eigenvalue of the transformed operator
(3.8.19) 

 The expectation values of the components of the angular 

momentum vector  are

(p.83) 
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(3.8.20) 

(3.8.21) 
and

(3.8.22) 
where we have used the inverses of the transformations (3.8.17) to 
(3.8.19) obtained by changing the sign of θ. These expectation 

values illustrate the action of the operator  in causing a 

rotation of  since

(3.8.23) 
and
(3.8.24) 

Angular momentum coherent states arise naturally in the Rabi 
oscillations of a two-level atom. For such a two-state system, 

 and we make the identifications of the 
ground and excited states  and  with the angular 

momentum states  and , respectively. The angular 
momentum coherent state for the two-level atom is then

(3.8.25) 
For exact resonance between the atomic transition and the driving 
field, the Hamiltonian in the interaction picture is (see (2.2.29) with
δ = 0)

(3.8.26) 
and therefore, using (3.3.56), (3.2.4), and (3.2.5), the time evolution 
operator is
(3.8.27) 

If the atom is initially in its ground state, then the time-evolved 
state is
(3.8.28) 

 (p.84) 
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Comparing this 
with (3.8.25), 
we see that 
this state is the 
angular 
momentum 
coherent state 

. More 
generally, with 
non-zero 
detuning, the 
time-evolved 
state is an 
angular 
momentum 
coherent state 
multiplied by a 
time-
dependent 
phase factor.
The unitary operator  plays an important role in 
simple models of partially reflecting mirrors or beam-splitters. 
In Fig. 3.1 we illustrate the effect of a beam-splitter inducing 
coupling between input modes A and B with annihilation 

operators  and  to 
produce output modes C and D with annihilation operators 

 and . The boundary conditions at the 
surface of the beam-splitter lead to the relations

(3.8.29) 

(3.8.30) 
where t and r are complex transmission and reflection coefficients 

satisfying  and . Without loss of 
generality, we assume that t is real and that r is imaginary. These 

conditions imply that  and . The relations (3.8.29) and 
(3.8.30) have the form of a rotation and may be associated with the 

rotation operator . In order to show this, we use a 
representation of the angular momentum operators in terms of the 
operators of the input modes, as in Appendix 5, given by

(3.8.31) 

Fig. 3.1  The schematic of a beam-splitter 
showing the relationship between the 
incoming and outgoing modes.
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(3.8.32) 

(3.8.33) 
 It is straightforward to verify that these operators do 

indeed satisfy the commutation relations (3.2.13) and (3.2.14). With 

the identifications (3.8.31) to (3.8.33), the operator 
becomes

(3.8.34) 

and setting  and  allows the relations (3.8.29) 
and (3.8.30) to be written as the unitary transformations

(3.8.35) 

(3.8.36) 
If there are n photons in mode B and mode A is in its vacuum state 

then the state is an eigenstate of  in (3.8.31) with 
eigenvalue −n/2. We identify this state with the angular momentum 

state  by setting j = n/2. The 
beamsplitter transforms this state into the angular momentum 
coherent state  with the result that
(3.8.37) 

It follows from (3.8.35) and (3.8.36) that this expectation value is 
one-half of the difference between the mean numbers of 

transmitted and reflected photons since .
We can use the relations (3.8.29) and (3.8.30) to transform the 
state of the input modes into that of the output modes. This is 
done by expressing the input state in terms of the operators 

for modes A and B and the vacuum state . The 
output state is found by applying the inverses of (3.8.29) and 
(3.9.30) to transform these operators into those for modes C
and D and simply writing the vacuum state as . As an 
example, consider the two-mode coherent state

(3.8.38) 
introduced in Section 3.6. Expressing the displacement operators 
in (3.8.38) in terms of the operators for modes C and D we obtain
(3.8.39) 

(p.85) 
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This is simply the relationship between input and output fields 
found in classical optics. As a second example, consider the input 

state . To determine the output state we write this 

state as  and express  and 

 in terms of  and  to obtain
(3.8.40) 

 It is interesting to note that if the probabilities for 
transmission and reflection are both 1/2 then the output state is 

 and the probability for finding one photon in each of the output 
modes is zero.
Beam-splitters are often used in simple models of loss and 
finite detector efficiency. Suppose mode A is prepared in the 
state  while mode B is in the vacuum state 

. The expectation value of , found 

by expressing  and  in terms of the 
operators for modes A and B, is

(3.8.41) 
that is, the mean number in the input mode multiplied by the 
probability t 2 of transmission. In models of photodetection, this 

probability is the finite detector efficiency η. Similarly, . The 
probability of finding m photons in mode C given that there were 

 in mode A is given by the binomial factor . This follows 
from the form of the angular momentum coherent state (3.8.7).
The discrete mode analysis of the beam-splitter is readily 
extended to the continuum modes. The continuum mode input 

operators  and  are transformed into the output 

operators  and  by the action of the unitary operator

(3.8.42) 

so that

(p.86) 
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(3.8.43) 

and
(3.8.44) 

As before, the properties of the output modes can be calculated by 
writing the input state in terms of the operators for the input 
modes and the vacuum state and then transforming the operators 
using the inverses of (3.8.43) and (3.8.44).
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